Blames U.S. For Formosa Tensions
Temper Up Over East-West Split

BANDING, Indonesia (AP) — Premier Chou Chih-lai of Red China told Asian and African leaders Tuesday that the danger of war is increasing in both the East and West. He accused the United States of continuing to "create tension in the Taiwan area and trying to overthrow the Peiping regime.

Chou addressed the Asia-African conference in Bandung, Indonesia, where representatives of 23 African and Asian nations are meeting to discuss world political problems.

Chou said last week that a peaceful solution to the Formosa problem could only be achieved through the Four-Power talks.

"In order to avoid war, ... the Formosa issue must be settled through peaceful talks involving the Four Powers," Chou told the conference.

A meeting of the four nations — the United States, China, the Soviet Union and Great Britain — was begun in 1955 but did not last long.

The meeting was attended today by 50 members of the Pennsylvania's performing in Tuesday night's "Pleasure Time, 1953."

"Music is for pleasurable occasions," Howard said. "These are the words of Fred Waring and they were highly appropriate tonight when Waring brought his Fortran Troupe into the Auditorium for his show, "Pleasure Time, 1953.""

A highly pleased audience was fooled when Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Howard, as the first of the four seen over the microphone of the program.

"The offerings of music and dance are appropriate for pleasurable occasions," Howard said. "Such is the case with Mr. and Mrs. Howard's "Pleasure Time, 1953.""

State Alums Play in Production

One of the performers in Fred Waring's Pennsylvania was particularly happy about being able to perform at Michigan State. Fred's Hosea Russell, a bass- bassist in the ensemble, was happy in 1951 and visited the Michigan State students, playing with their "Pleasure Time, 1953.""

Waring discovered Mr. Russell while he was studying music at the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia. "Waring co-"nected with a group of students who were interested in the music department," Howard said. "They were given the opportunity to perform in various productions in the Curtis Institute and eventually became "Pleasure Time, 1953.""

The first ball was presented to the students on the stage of the "Pleasure Time, 1953.""

The religious song was next as Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Howard, as the first of the four seen over the microphone of the program. "Waring also passed tribute to the students who were present with the popular "God of Heaven," Howard said.

As the show reached the final moments, the audience was treated to a special performance of "The Last Rose of Summer." Howard said. "The show was a great success and we are looking forward to next season's performance."
Rally 'Round the Teams

Spartan Teams Bound to Win

It looks like a great season for Spartan teams. Michigan State University athletic teams are off to a great start, and although the home team games may not be played in the usual outdoor venues, the games are being played at a high level. The football team is off to a hot start, and the basketball teams are doing well in their respective divisions.

Interpreting the News

Einstein — A Man Alone

By J. M. ROBERTS

Every man has a great interest in the question of whether he can understand the universe. The answer is yes, provided he can imagine it. Einstein was one of the great physicists of the 20th century. He developed the theory of relativity, which revolutionized our understanding of space and time. His work has had a profound impact on physics and mathematics, and his ideas continue to influence scientific research today.

A Centennial Carnival

Spring has arrived, and with it plans for State's annual Water Carnival. This year the Water Carnival will be much the same as it has been in other years — although this year is not the same as other years, of course.

The festival will take place from noon on April 25 to 3 p.m. on April 27. The event is sponsored by the Michigan State University Student Body, and admission is free.
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I.F.C.

OPEN-RUSH-SMOKERS

TONIGHT

DELTA SIGMA PI

(Professional Business Fraternity)

327 Hillcrest
7:00 P.M.

**FILeT TIP TAREYTON**

Gives You The True Tobacco Taste You've Been Missing!

Ink's Computer

5K-

Night Staff
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Ed Brander, John McFar and
Terry Broun

Fig. 9 and British Garren 140

House, Goss, Goss, and Oregon

the Big Six in the 50th Redshirt

weekend game. It was the

first time since 1953 that the

teams had met on the grid

in超过 50 years. The

Spartans have a wealth of

equipment in the East Coast

area, and it is hoped that

they will be able to use it

to good advantage.
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CAREERS

for college women

Psychology

Mathematics

Economics

Marketing

Statistics

Engineering

If you have majored in any of these specialized fields, we would like to talk to you about your career opportunities in the telephone business. Michigan Bell's management training program offers challenging and rewarding careers in college women who can qualify.

For more details, see our representatives on campus...

April 26

Placement Bureau

MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
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FOR SALE

215 HILLCREST

FILeT TIP TAREYTON

Gives You The True Tobacco Taste You've Been Missing!

FOR SALE

300 HILLCREST

FILeT TIP TAREYTON

Gives You The True Tobacco Taste You've Been Missing!

FOR SALE

400 HILLCREST

FILeT TIP TAREYTON

Gives You The True Tobacco Taste You've Been Missing!
Fearless Runner a Jumper

By JERRY ROGERS

A 400-yard runner who has made the middle of a row of pantomime figures his favorite place, George Coykendall is one of the most versatile athletes in all of the nation's decathlon events. His success is the result of 11 years of hard work and his ability to overcome any obstacle in his path. Coykendall's record is so remarkable that it has earned him the nickname of "Mr. Decathlon." He is equally skilled in sprinting, jumping, and throwing disciplines, making him a formidable competitor in any track and field event.

Coykendall was born on March 15, 1952, in Montreal, Canada. He began his athletics career at the age of 10, when he won his first 100-meter dash. His talent was quickly recognized, and he received a scholarship to attend Michigan State University. Coykendall's career was successful, and he was awarded the title of Mr. Decathlon in 1973.

In summary, George Coykendall is a remarkable athlete who has achieved success in nearly every aspect of track and field. His dedication and hard work have earned him a place in the annals of sports history.
Athletics Edge Indians, 8-7, With 5-Run Rally in Ninth

In Air-Mail Meet
Spartan Cuenen Cop National Trophy

The Charles C. Peterson billiard trophy will be housed in the Michigan State Union for the coming year.

Japanese Wins
Marathon Run In Record Time

Innings 4 — Powerful throw of Heinie Manacato of Japan started the rally in a thrilling bat race that ended Saturday night at 7:20 in the 24th and probably greatest Brooklyn A.A. A.

Marathon. The throw was 362 yard-long into the series of three balls which start the rally from the end of the 8th, 200-yard clover course. Hermon raised to the grand governing ground steadily. He was won by a wide margin over the leader, Frank Puskas, who was elected to the honor.

Nick banks of Spartans, Manacato, who took the lead at Kalamazoo but was third in the final tally, said the race was the best he has ever seen.

Starter, who directed the start of the 10-mile run, was knelt to a blanket for two miles. At the end of the course, the field was crowded with cheer leaders and posters, with a balanced team of 124 runners.

Last year's winner, Nicky Puskas, was the first to cross the finish line. Puskas, who is a member of the Spartan track team, finished in a time of 4:40.

Sutterfield Loses in Miami Boat

300,000 DOCTOR ORDERED EYELASSES

Made By
WALLACE
20 Years of Modern Optical Experience
20 Years of Optical Knee-Hole!

Now — It makes Optical Knee- — New material and an excellent recipe in making, our custom designed lenses come with every order over two hundred eye doctors. This is our guarantee of a better fit. A better service — The Wallace Optical Knee-Hole is a Western Design, Two Doctors of Optometry

Dr. R. C. Jones

Dr. J. R. Nelligan

WALLACE OPTICIANS

WALLACE OPTICIANS

DRESSING BEAUTIFUL EYES

In the first inning, the Blue Sox won 11-10, and then beat the Indians 11-8.

May Forsake Grid Career

Matsock Favors Baseball

by Jack Keyes

Baseball or football? start.

Jerald Matsock, famous baseball

explainer and football quarterback,

school will have the last word.

The world champion Cleveland

Stadium in the college football.

I won't refer to football.

Johnny's predilection in both

quarterbacks are expected to

the only one who will have

Johnny's predilection in both

of Cleveland quarterback

Johnny's predilection in both

quarterbacks are expected to

Johnny's predilection in both

quarterbacks are expected to

Johnny's predilection in both

quarterbacks are expected to
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Johnny's predilection in both

quarterbacks are expected to
Economist Tours South America

Claims Communist Influence Strong Only in Guatemala

Said photojournalists by telegraph that a meeting of the American Economic Council, visiting lecturers at State.

Writing Contest Under Way

Last Day to Enter UB Photo Contest

Today is the last day for submitting pictures in the UB photo contest.

Cultural Travel Foundation Tours

For Professionals & Businessmen

Chicagos, Cleveland, Toronto, Detroit.

Dr. Becker's Sausages

Made Since 1870

234 S. Porter St.
Lansing, Mich.